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Course Syllabus 
Stem Cells: Science and Society 

 
Faculty Advisor  
Nicholas Ingolia  

 

Facilitators 
Colby Gekko cegekko@berkeley.edu  
Shivani Thombare sthombare95@berkeley.edu 
Heng-Yi Liu hengyi.liu@berkeley.edu  
Thibault Philippine tphilippine@berkeley.edu  
Malvika Tejura malvika.tejura@berkeley.edu  
Kaili Carr kailicarr@berkeley.edu 
  
Basics  
2 units, Pass / No Pass, Weekly Lecture + Discussion, 1 hour each 
 

Course Description 
Many believe that the cures to most diseases lie in stem cell science and research, yet others fear 
repercussions that could forever alter our social conscience and morality. This class takes students 
on a journey inside the stem cell revolution, where scientists, researchers, policy-makers, and 
ethicists will challenge students to consider the societal, political, even spiritual implications of 
this rapidly developing frontier. 
 
The Stem Cell Decal aims to creatively provide students with a basic understanding of stem cells 
and stem cell research. We cover four modules over twelve weeks: Science and Biology, Engineering 
and Technology , Ethics and Controversy, and Policy and Advocacy. 
 
These topics will be explored through weekly one hour lectures on a variety of stem cell topics, 
featuring both guest speakers and facilitators.  Hour-long discussion sections led by facilitators will 
be held weekly to present new material, present pressing stem cell issues in recent scientific 
literature and news media, creatively instruct you in the basics of stem cell research, and urge 
conversation about current developments in the field.  
 
After taking this course, students will have a basic understanding of stem cell science, its potential 
and applications, the controversy behind it, and its role in society.  We hope students will possess 
enough knowledge to understand and participate in stem cell activities on campus and beyond, 
while also formulating their own position on the political stances surrounding stem cell research.  
 

Course Format 
The Stem Cell Decal is a 2 unit course. Students must attend both the lecture portion and a 
discussion section. You CANNOT take the lecture or discussion portions individually. Make sure you 
are enrolled in the appropriate lecture and discussion section for your class standing on Telebears. 
Double check Telebears to make sure you are enrolled in a course with the correct CCN, faculty 
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advisor, location, and time. We cannot make enrollment changes past the 5th week of classes. It is 
YOUR responsibility to confirm your enrollment.  
 

Enrollment CCNs  

Lecture: Monday 6-7pm 170 Barrows 
Lecture CCN:  19096 

 

Discussions    

Day 
Time 

Location 

Wednesday 
3-4pm 

4 Evans 

Thursday 
4-5pm 

50 Barrows 

Friday 
12-1pm 

122 Latimer 

Facilitator(s) Shivani 
Kaili 

Heng-Yi 
Thibault 

Colby 
Malvika 

CCN 19097 19098 19099 

 
General Expectations 
Please come to class on time and be ready to participate!  Keep up to date with bCourses, which is 
our primary mode of communication. It will help you succeed in this course! The required readings 
will be announced through bCourses each Friday for the following week's quiz. Links to the 
assigned text can be found in the syllabus, listed under the corresponding week. If you have any 
questions regarding enrollment or material, please contact a facilitator, or send us an email. We 
also welcome any feedback, via email or in-person.  
 
Grading 
This decal is offered on a Pass / No Pass grading basis. To receive a passing grade in this decal, you 
must complete the following four items: 

1. Pass 7/10 Reflections 
a. The prompt will be only be given at the end of Monday lecture 
b. Reflections therefore also serve to record lecture attendance 
c. Reflections are due 11:59pm the Friday immediately following lecture  

2. Pass 7/10 Quizzes 
a. Quizzes are given at the beginning of each discussion section 
b. Quizzes therefore also serve to record discussion attendance 
c. There will be 5 questions: 3 multiple choice, 2 true/false 
d. The quizzes primarily test topics presented in the weekly required readings 
e. 3/5 is considered a passing score 

3. Research a Stem Cell Article 
a. Submit a 1-page, double-spaced analysis to bCourses 
b. Create 5 quiz-style questions and include their answers  

4. Attend a Stem Cell Talk or Seminar 
a. Submit a 1-page, double-spaced reflection and proof-of-attendance (i.e. a picture of 

you at the event; a ticket stub or pamphlet will not suffice) 
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Weekly reflections and the final project will be submitted via bCourses, and quizzes will be 
completed during each discussion.  Requirements 3 and 4 can be completed at any point during the 
semester. Attending the Stem Cell SSSCR Event will fulfill both Requirements 3 and 4. 
 

Absences 
If you are unable to attend your regular discussion section, you can attend a different section that 
same week to make-up the absence/quiz. However, you MUST inform the discussion leaders of both 
your section and the alternate section via email BEFORE class. Note that the 7/10 Reflection and 
7/10 Quiz requirements are designed to accommodate any extenuating circumstances (illness, etc.). 
Attendance to the last lecture is required. The Reflection flexibility does not extend to this lecture. 
Please notify us in-person and via email if you have a midterm or exam during any lectures or 
discussions; we can accommodate confirmed midterm conflicts. 
 

Communication 
Please make sure to check bCourses regularly for announcements / information / resources. Reach 
the facilitators at stemcelldecal@gmail.com, or individual facilitators at the emails provided above. 
Contact us before contacting our faculty sponsor, Professor Nicholas Ingolia; oftentimes we will be 
better able to answer your questions. 
 

DSP  
Please let us know If you need disability-related accommodations in this class, if you have 
emergency medical information you wish to share with us, or if you need special arrangements in 
case the building must be evacuated. 
 

Plagiarism 
We expect all students to complete their own work. Consequences for plagiarism (the use of 
another’s work without proper citation) will result in a No Pass grade in this course. We must also 
inform the MCB department of the occurrence. For more information on UC Berkeley’s student 
conduct policy, please refer to the following website: http://sa.berkeley.edu/conduct  
 

Safe, Supportive, and Inclusive Environment 
Whenever a faculty member, staff member, post-doc, or GSI is responsible for the supervision of a 
student, a personal relationship between them of a romantic or sexual nature, even if consensual, 
is against university policy. Any such relationship jeopardizes the integrity of 
the educational process. 
 
Although faculty and staff can act as excellent resources for students, you should be aware that 
they are required to report any violations of this campus policy. If you wish to have a confidential 
discussion on matters related to this policy, you may contact the Confidential Care 
Advocates on campus for support related to counseling or sensitive issues. Appointments can be 
made by calling (510) 642-1988. 
 
The classroom, lab, and work place should be safe and inclusive environments for everyone. The 
Office for the Prevention of Harassment and Discrimination (OPHD) is responsible for ensuring the 
University provides an environment for faculty, staff and students that is free from discrimination 
and harassment on the basis of categories including race, color, national origin, age, sex, gender, 
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gender identity, and sexual orientation. Questions or concerns? Call (510) 643-7985, email 
ask_ophd@berkeley.edu , or go to http://survivorsupport.berkeley.edu/. 
 

Course Schedule / Content 
1. Science and Biology Weeks 1-4 
2. Engineering and Technology Weeks 5-7 
3. Ethics and Controversy Weeks 8-9 
4. Policy and Advocacy Weeks 10-11 

 

 
Week 

Monday 
Lecture Date 

Lecturer(s) 
+ 

Lecture Topic 
 

Discussion Topics 
+ 

Resources 

1 Jan-30 Facilitators / 
Ingolia 

 
The DeCal / 

Foundations of 
Biology 

Introduction to the Stem Cell Decal 
 

- Syllabus 
- Interested Topics / Icebreaker 
- Why is it important to learn about stem cell science?  
- UC Berkeley Library: Online Literature Access 

 
- Resources 

- Powerpoint: UCB Proxy Server and OskiCat 

2 Feb-6 SSSCR Outreach 
 

Introduction to 
Stem Cells 

 

The Biology of Stem Cells: Part 1 
 

- The Source of Stem Cells 
- Potency 
- The Process of Differentiation 
- Niche Concept 

 
- Resources 

- Explore Stem Cells 
- Read all four modules:  

http://www.explorestemcells.co.uk/whyarestemcellsimport
ant.html 

- Adult Stem Cell Niche 
- https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4020242/

pdf/nihms-577469.pdf 

3 Feb-13 Armbien Sabillo 
 

Developmental 
Biology 

 

The Biology of Stem Cells: Part 2 
 

- Reprogramming: iPSCs, SCNT 
- Cloning: Xenopus and Dolly 
- In Vitro Fertilization 

- Same-Sex Embryos 
 

- Resources 
- Get to Know the Guest Speaker 

- http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S108495
2116300441 

- Xenopus and the “Father of Nuclear Reprogramming” 
- http://www.nature.com/scientificamerican/journal/v219/

n6/pdf/scientificamerican1268-24.pdf 
- Dolly Clones Today: Happy and Healthy  

- https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/07/16072612
2958.htm 
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- First Human Model of Pancreatic Cancer Progression: iPSCs 
- http://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2013/06/130620132

105.htm  
- Get Ready for Embryos From Two Men or Two Women 

- http://time.com/3748019/same-sex-couples-biological-chil
dren/  

4 Feb-27 
(Holiday FEB 

20) 

Ramsey Najm 
 

Neurobiology 
and Stem Cells 

Neurobiology and Regenerative Medicine 
 

- Neurodegenerative Disease 
- Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, Multiple Sclerosis (MS) 

- Stem Cells vs. Progenitor Cells 
 

- Resources 
- iPSCs and Neurological Disease Modeling 

- http://www.cell.com/stem-cell-reports/fulltext/S2213-6711
(16)00027-8 

- Dental Pulp 
- https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC4478630/ 

- Distinction Between Stem and Progenitor Cells 
- https://ntp.neuroscience.wisc.edu/neuro670/reqreading/S

temProgenitor.pdf 

5 March-6 TBD 
 

TBD 

Biotechnology and Stem Cell Applications 
 

- Disease-in-a-Dish  
- CRISPR/Cas9 

- ß-haemoglobinopathies 
- Organoids and the Skin Gun 
-  

 
- Resources 

- Complex Tissue and Disease Modeling  
- http://www.cell.com/cell-stem-cell/fulltext/S1934-5909(16

)00073-4 
- CRISPR/Cas9 and the HBB gene 

- http://www.nature.com/nature/journal/v539/n7629/full/n
ature20134.html 

- Mini-Brains  
- http://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/314928.php 

- The Skin Gun: A Revolution in Dermal Regeneration 
- https://www.ocf.berkeley.edu/~issues/articles/18.2_Xie_K_

Skin_Gun.html  
- CIRM Blog: Cool Technologies 

- https://blog.cirm.ca.gov/2016/03/16/five-cool-stem-cell-te
chnologies-to-tell-your-friends/ 

6 March-13 Schaffer Lab 
 

Bioengineering 
Topic 

Bioengineering 
 

- Tissue Scaffolds and Material Science 
- 3-D Printing 
- Therapy and Models 

 
- Resources 

- Biomaterials and Scaffolds for Tissue Engineering 
- http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S136970

211170058X  
- After the “Earmouse” 

- http://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/3d-print
ed-ears-grown-stem-cells-are-finally-on-their-way-1809616
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05/ 
- Therapy: Adult Heart Patch 

- https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/09/16092114
0443.htm 

- Therapy: Pediatric Cardiac Remodeling 
- http://medicalxpress.com/news/2016-12-babies-adult-stem

-cell-therapy.html 
- Model: Human Stomach 

- https://www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2017/01/17010413
3559.htm 

7 March-20 
(Spring 

Break next 
week, March 

27 - 31 ) 

Terry Johnson 
 

Introduction to 
Bioethics 

Bioethics: Part 1 
 

- Introduction to Ethics 
- Translational Medicine 
- Stem Cell Treatments: Hype or Hope? 

 
- Resources  

- Stem Cell Ethics 
- https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2726839/

#__sec23title 
- Intersection of Basic and Applied Research: Translational Medicine 

- https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC2826819/ 
- Mathematical Model of Diffusion in Organs 

- http://www.neuralregeneration.org/news/3D-organoid-dif
fusion-metabolism.ph 

- Bogus Treatment or Prospective Therapy…  
- https://blog.cirm.ca.gov/2015/06/04/desperate-patients-a

nd-false-hope-a-troubling-trend-for-stem-cell-based-therap
ies/ 

- Editorial: A Call to Action 
- http://www.cell.com/cell-stem-cell/fulltext/S1934-5909(16

)30209-0 

8 April-3  GWS faculty  
 

Bioethics Topic 

Bioethics: Part 2 
 

- Access to Healthcare 
- The Story of Henrietta Lacks 

- Immortal Cells and the Link to Cancer 
- The Obokata Incident 

 
- Resources 

- Healthcare Access and the New Administration 
- https://goo.gl/mmXQPl 

- Who was Henrietta 
- http://www.smithsonianmag.com/science-nature/henriett

a-lacks-immortal-cells-6421299/ 
- The Stem Cell Theory of Cancer 

- https://med.stanford.edu/ludwigcenter/overview/theory.h
tml  

- Dishonesty and Scientific Discovery: Obokata 
- http://www.bbc.com/news/health-30534674 

9 April-10 Raymond 
Dennehy 

 
The Anti-Stem 

Cell Position 

Bioethics: Part 3 
 

- Stem Cell Controversy  
- Defining Life and the Abortion Conversation 
- Germline Editing 

 
- Resources 
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- An Ethical Dilemma 
- http://www.explorestemcells.co.uk/stemcellcontroversy.ht

ml 
- Differing Views 

- http://www.pewforum.org/2008/07/17/religious-groups-of
ficial-positions-on-stem-cell-research/ 

- CRISPR/Cas9 Revisited: Considerations and Implications 
- https://www.omicsonline.org/open-access/ethical-issues-i

n-genome-editing-using-crisprcas9-system-2155-9627-1000
266.php?aid=70914 

- Engineering the Perfect Baby 
- http://www.technologyreview.com/featuredstory/535661/e

ngineering-the-perfect-baby/ 

10 April-17 Malvika 
 

CIRM 

Government Regulations and Public Policy 
 

- Law and Science 
- Political Administrations and Their Effect 
- Prop 71 

- California Institute for Regenerative Medicine 
 

- Resources 
- 21st Century Cures Act: Dec 2016 

- http://www.sciencemag.org/news/2016/12/under-21st-cen
tury-cures-legislation-stem-cell-advocates-expect-regulator
y-shortcuts-0 

- Could Trump Intervene?  
- http://www.sciencemag.org/news/2016/11/embryonic-ste

m-cells-and-fetal-tissue-research-will-trump-intervene 
- Overturned Policy (Obama) 

- http://www.cnn.com/2009/POLITICS/03/09/obama.stem.c
ells/  

- The Role of Government (Bush) 
- http://www.cnn.com/2006/POLITICS/07/19/stemcells.veto

/index.html  

11 April-24 Roman Reed 
 

Patient 
Advocacy and 

Stem Cell 
Research 

Patents, Intellectual Property and Importance of SC Research 
 

- Patents 
- Cell Ownership 
- Patient Advocate Spotlight: Roman Reed  

- California Stem Cells Incorporated 
- Progress and Challenges 

 
- Resources 

- Patents, Novelty, and Trolls: Crash Course Intellectual Property  
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RrN7IxvAJto 

- Challenges to Patents: US and Europe 
- http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S193459

0907003220 
- Yamanaka Reflects on Promise of Therapy 

- https://blog.cirm.ca.gov/2017/01/17/has-the-promise-of-st
em-cells-been-overstated/ 

- Tools of the Future 
- http://www.nature.com/nrm/journal/v17/n3/full/nrm.201

6.10.html 
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